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1 Introduction. There is an ongoing debate in the literature regarding the derivational stage at which the mass-count distinction emerges. The classical approach treats it as present in the lexicon (Chomsky 1965; Quirk et al. 1972), which naturally follows from standard lexicalist assumptions, see e.g. Aronoff 2007. On the other hand, in a large body of literature, starting from Sharvy (1978) it has also been argued that all nominal stems are born underspecified for the mass-count value and, by default, receive a mass interpretation. On such approaches, the mass-count distinction is introduced in syntax by a dedicated functional head (see, e.g., Borer 2005; Bale and Barner 2009; de Belder 2011; Mathieu 2012; Wiltschko 2012; Acquaviva 2019; Dali & Mathieu 2021.) Among approaches of this type, there is disagreement regarding the level at which count meaning can be created: for instance, Borer (2005) proposes a DivP projection immediately above the NP (1a); for Bale and Barner (2009), the nominal is specified as count or mass by a n^0-like functional head (1b); and Wiltschko (2012) argues that the functional head responsible for countability, which she calls “nominal inner aspect”, is situated below the highest n^0 head (1c).

\[
\begin{align*}
(1) \quad a. & \quad [DP \ Num [DiVP Div [NP]]] \quad \text{Borer (2005)} \\
& \quad [\text{NP n[xc]} \sqrt{\text{v}}] \quad \text{Bale and Barner (2009: 234)} \\
& \quad [DP \ Num [nP n AspP Asp [nP] ...]] \quad \text{Wiltschko (2012: 158)}
\end{align*}
\]

In this paper, we argue that the mass-count distinction is present at least as low in the tree as at the NP level. To do so, we observe that some derivational suffixes in Russian are sensitive to the mass-count distinction and to the related concept of a natural unit (NU). We demonstrate that these suffixes occupy the position not higher than that of n^0.

2 Data. We consider three noun-forming derivational suffixes in Russian with quantificational, mass/count-related meaning: the collective -jo (vor ‘thief’ → vor’sjo ‘thieves (collective, pejorative)’; beld ‘white’ → bel’jo ‘laundry (collective)’); the singulative -in- (-in1) (zemčug ‘pearl’ → zemčuž-in-a ‘a pearl’); and the massifier -in- (-in2) (kon ‘horse’ → kon’in-a ‘horsemeat’).

These suffixes determine the countability of the resulting noun, and impose countability-related restrictions on the stem they combine with, as summarized in Table 1. The notation “*-COUNT” means “cannot combine with stems denoting mass entities, but can do so with stems denoting countable entities, or concepts for which mass/count distinction is irrelevant”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUFFIX</th>
<th>INPUT</th>
<th>OUTPUT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-jo</td>
<td>*-COUNT vor ‘thief’</td>
<td>COUNT vor’-jo ‘thieves (collective)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-in1</td>
<td>-COUNT gorox pea</td>
<td>+COUNT goroš-in-a ‘a pea’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-in2</td>
<td>*-COUNT svin’-ja ‘pig’</td>
<td>-COUNT svin-in-a ‘pork’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To illustrate, the singulative suffix -in1- only combines with stems denoting a mass substance consisting of natural minimal units, and forms a countable noun meaning the natural unit of the respective aggregate, e.g. ris-in-a ‘rice grain’ for ris ‘rice’ or goroš-in-a ‘a pea’ for gorox ‘pea’, but cannot combine with other mass-denoting stems that do not refer to aggregates, e.g. *vod-in-a with the intended meaning ‘a drop of water’.

Thus, not only the mother node but also the sister node of these suffixes is specified as mass or count. What is the nature of these nodes and their position in the structure?
3 The position and category of the suffixes. We propose that the suffixes in question directly select the root and function as n° heads. The structure that we argue for is shown in (2).

(2) 
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{nP} \\
\text{nP} \\
\text{nP} \\
\text{n°} \\
\text{-in1/-in2/-jo} \\
\end{array}
\]

The following properties point to the root-level (or, in traditional terms, derivational) nature of these suffixes without specifying their precise function or position.

(a) The suffixes under discussion are not fully productive. Table 2 illustrates unmotivated gaps for them.

(b) For all the suffixes under discussion (with the exception of the singulative -in1) the resulting meaning can be not fully compositional.

For instance, -in2, when combined with the root baran ‘ram’, baran-in-a ram-IN-AGR yields the meaning ‘mutton’, but its combination with the root ovč- ‘sheep’, ovč-in-a sheep-IN-AGR has the meaning ‘sheepskin’. The suffix -jo can combine with some uncategorized (or possibly adjectival) roots yielding not fully compositional meanings, e.g. bel’-jo white-jo ‘laundry’/*‘any white things’; syr’-jo raw-jo ‘raw commodities’/*‘any raw entities’

(c) Some of the suffixes undergo root-conditioned allomorphy: -in2 has the allomorph -atina (b).

(3) kon-in-a vs. kengur’-atin-a

horse-IN-AGR cangaroo-IN-AGR

‘horsemeat’ ‘cangaroo’

For the reasons of locality of allomorphy (Embick 2021; Marantz 2013), to exhibit root-conditioned allomorphy, the suffix must be very close to the root.

The following properties allow one to identify these suffixes as n° heads: (a) they function as nominalizers, (b) they are incompatible with our nominalizing suffixes, and (c) they determine the gender and declension class of the resulting noun.

To show that they function as nominalizers, observe, first, that they can combine with bound roots: e.g. -in2 combines with bužen- to produce bužen-in-a ‘baked ham’; -jo combines with the bound root žniv- to form žniv’-jo ‘’. The suffix -jo can combine with uncategorized (or possibly adjectival) roots, creating a noun: bel- ‘white’ → bel’-jo ‘laundry’; star- ‘old’ → star’-jo ‘obsolete stuff’.

Second, these suffixes are in a complementary distribution with other overt n° heads (4). For the suffix -in1, this was observed in Geist, Kagan, and Erschler (in press).

(4) a. -in2 kur-ic-a → kur-jatin-a*/kur-ič-(at)ina

chicken-NMZ-AGR chicken-IN-AGR

‘chicken’ ‘chicken meat’
b.  -jo:  šmot-k-a  →  šmot'-jo l*šmot-č'-jo  
cloth-NMZ-AGR  cloth-JO  
‘cloth item’  ‘clothes’

Stacking of the suffixes of this type is impossible, unlike the situation in the closely related Ukrainian as described in Wągiel & Shlikhutka (2023).

Third, the suffixes under discussion determine the gender and declension class of the resulting noun, which is a property of n⁰ (Kramer 2015, a.o.). Specifically, both varieties of –in produce feminine, Declension II nouns (in the notation of Timberlake 2004); and -jo produces neuter, Declension I nouns.

4 Implications for the mass-count distinction. Our findings imply that, in Russian, the countability of a noun is determined by a n⁰ head rather than by a higher Div⁰ head, and, moreover, a grammatically relevant feature corresponding to this distinction is borne by roots.

Indeed, we have seen that the suffixes -jo, -in₁ and -in₂ impose countness or masshood requirements both on their sisters and the resulting nouns. On the other hand, these suffixes spell out n⁰, so the countability/masshood of respective nouns is established lower than the putative position of Div⁰ (1a).

On the other hand, we have shown that the suffixes under discussion c-select for roots and are sensitive to the masshood/countability properties of the concept denoted by the root. Moreover, one of the suffixes under discussion, -in₁ - is sensitive to an even finer property – that of denoting a mass substance consisting of natural minimal units. This implies that these properties of the root are not purely conceptual (pace Borer 2005; Wiltschko 2012; a.o.) – they are relevant for the grammar, determining which morphemes can, and which cannot, combine.

The conclusion that, in Russian, the masshood/countability properties of the concept denoted by a root are relevant for grammar is reinforced by the following observation. Some roots need an overt suffix to become a mass noun, and no overt suffix to become a count noun (e.g. kon-in-a ‘horsemeat’ vs. kon’ ‘horse’), whereas others need an overt suffix to create a count noun, and no overt suffix to become a mass noun (gorox ‘pea’ vs goros-in-a ‘a pea’).

An alternative explanation in the spirit of Bale & Barner (2009) would be to assume that (at least some) roots can only occur together with a null n⁰ that bears a countability feature. However, given that the suffixes discussed in this paper are incompatible with other overt n⁰s, positing a family of null n⁰s that would be compatible with these suffixes appears stipulative.

5 Conclusion. We have shown that, in Russian, masshood/countability is determined low in the structure and is grammatically relevant already at the root level. This raises questions, first, as to whether DivP is projected in Russian nouns, and, second, as to how (un)common are the Russian facts cross-linguistically. We leave these questions for further research.
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